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Executive Summary This report is intended as an overview of information collected as part of a project focusing on the hydrology, geology, current land use and potential impacts to the Morrison Creek Headwaters area. It is not exhaustive in its presentation of information. It is hoped, that in providing an overview and accurate stream and wetland locations and accompanying attribute data, a basis has been established for implementation of further studies and activities aimed at conservation and protection of the unique Morrison Creek Headwater area. A tributary to the Puntledge River, the Morrison Creek watershed covers an area of over 890 ha lying to the west of Courtenay, on Vancouver Island British Columbia. The Morrison Creek Headwaters cover an area 543.0 ha in size and are comprised of a complex network of over 96.0ha of wetlands linked by approximately 19.0 km of stream channel. The headwaters are the key to the ecological health and diversity of the Morrison Creek Watershed. This area of Morrison Creek is currently under pressure from rural residential developments, potential industrial gravel extractions, ‘predevelopment’ logging activities, and boundary expansions by the City of Courtenay and the Village of Cumberland. Morrison Creek is characterized by cool, clean, year-round flows that originate from spring sources in the headwaters. These flows provide excellent habitat for a wide variety of fish; Morrison Creek is regarded by all levels of government as an important producer of coho, pink, and chum salmon as well as populations of cutthroat and rainbow trout. The Morrison Creek Lamprey (Lampetra richardsoni var. marifuga) is a rare form of the widely distributed Western Brook Lamprey. This particular species lives exclusively in Morrison Creek - it is found nowhere else in the world! Due to its extremely limited distribution and potential impacts resulting from ongoing development in the Morrison Creek Watershed, the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) has recently upgraded the conservation status for the lamprey to "endangered". Species listed under this designation are defined as a species facing imminent extirpation or extinction. Considering the ecological significance of Morrison Creek’s headwaters and the potential for future impacts to the health and function of the area, Comox Valley Project Watershed Society (Project Watershed) initiated and conducted a detailed mapping and inventory survey of upper Morrison Creek’s streams and wetlands. Overall, this survey is intended to help preserve the long-term ecological health of the area, and to facilitate any future management planning efforts specific to the Morrison Creek. Project Watershed Society lead a stream and wetland mapping and inventory project beginning September 2000 until March 2002. Using Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping (SHIM) and Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) wetland survey methods, data for the headwaters area of Morrison Creek was collected during the fall of 2001 and the fall and winter of 2002/2003. Mapping sensitive habitats in this area will improve June 2003
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report current land use decision making and land development practices by providing active stewardship groups, landowners, local and senior governments with accurate spatial information and habitat data of areas known generally to be highly sensitive The specific objectives of these surveys were to: • Determine the correct location of Morrison Creek tributaries and wetlands south of Lake Trail Road in the upper watershed using Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping (SHIM) methods. • Collect stream and wetland habitat attribute data to be linked to stream and wetland locations in a Geographic Information System (GIS). • Record stream and wetland habitat conditions and make recommendations for rehabilitation and/or protection. • Map and classify upper Morrison Creek wetlands using Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) methods. • Provide a brief overview of information particular to the hydrology, geology, current land use and potential impacts to the Morrison Creek Headwaters area. Using SHIM methods, Project Watershed mapped a total of 10.5 km of stream channel in 2001 and 8.5 km of stream channel during 2002-2003. In addition, 26.0 ha of wetland were mapped and inventoried in 2002 using SEI methodology. Conclusion and recommendations based on SHIM and wetland inventory data support existing information and indicate that Morrison Creek has healthy year round fish habitat and that the area is of ecological significance and should be protected from further impacts. A 1993 report for the Pacific Coast Joint Venture BC Steering Committee, “A proposed Habitat Landscape Model for the Comox Valley Area”, prepared by Kathleen Fry, area biologist for Ducks Unlimited Canada, recommends long-term conservation tenures, with property owners of beaver ponds and associated undeveloped riparian areas, to protect both fisheries and wildlife values associated with Morrison Creek (Fry, 1993). The survey crew that collected the SHIM field data supports this recommendation. Additional recommendations include: • That partnership with upper Morrison Creek property owners and local governments be initiated with the objective of conserving and protecting Morrison Creek’s headwaters. • Morrison Creek’s wetlands should not be altered, filled, drained or diverted • Beaver populations should not be interfered with, as they are integral to the creation of reservoirs and essential to the ecology and hydrology of Morrison Creek. • Much of the riparian area along streams and around wetlands where logging has occurred has been impacted. Future land use activities should include preservation of sufficiently large enough areas of riparian vegetation so that stream and wetland health is not compromised.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report • The potential for windthrow be accounted for when establishing a riparian buffer zone. A windthrow probability assessment should be conducted prior to logging. • Aquifer recharge areas should be identified and protected. Development on the terrace immediately above Morrison Creek’s headwaters should be monitored to ensure that impacts to hydrology and water quality from residential or industrial activities is minimized or prevented. • Further study should be initiated to prioritize sensitive habitat areas for the purpose of establishing covenants and/or land purchases. • A wildlife survey should be conducted to document species utilizing Morrison Creek Headwaters. Students could be used for this. Site-Specific recommendations include: • Installation of a beaver baffler at the culvert on Tributary 8 to allow fish access. • A bio-engineering restoration plan should be implemented for the approximately 15.0 m of stream bank and riparian area immediately downstream of the plugged culvert on Tributary 8 • Updated mapping information should be provided to logging contractors to ensure that riparian setbacks are implemented and to prevent clear cutting to the edge of the stream due to incorrect stream location being depicted (Tributary 11 is an example of this situation occurring). • To ensure that access to spawning areas is kept clear during spawning season, First Supply Creek, Nellie Creek, and Morrison mainstem up to and including Tributary 9 should be monitored through regular channel walks. • A wildlife survey should be conducted to document species utilizing Morrison Creek Headwaters, and the Headwater’s role and function in their lifecycle. Students could be used for this.
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1.0 Introduction The Morrison Creek Watershed is a small to mid-sized (890ha) drainage basin located in the Comox Valley, approximately mid-way up the east coast of Vancouver Island (Figure 1). Morrison Creek flows through the jurisdictions of The Village of Cumberland, the Regional District of Comox Strathcona (RDCS) and the City of Courtenay. A tributary to the Puntledge River1, Morrison Figure 1. Vancouver Island Map showing location of Creek is characterized by cool, Comox Valley clean, year-round flows that originate from spring sources in the headwaters. These flows provide excellent habitat for a wide variety of fish; Morrison Creek is regarded by all levels of government as an important producer of coho, pink, and chum salmon as well as populations of cutthroat and rainbow trout”. Over the past fifteen years, the Comox Valley has been one of the fastest growing areas in all of Canada. As a result, residential, industrial and agricultural development as well as logging threaten the ecological health and integrity of Morrison Creek and, if not properly guided, would likely result in an impacted flow regime and compromised water quality for Morrison Creek (Fleenor, pers. comm). In response, Comox Valley Project Watershed Society completed a SHIM-based mapping project in the middle and lower sections of Morrison Creek in 1999 (see map in Appendix 5). However, prior to the survey undertaken as part of this report, no efforts have been undertaken to create a comprehensive inventory of the ecological features in the Morrison Creek Headwaters area. Figure 2. Morrison Creek in relation to Comox Valley.



The Morrison Creek Headwaters are the key to the ecological health and diversity of the



1



The Puntledge River is one of the most endangered rivers in British Columbia (Outdoor Recreation Council of BC, 2002).
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Morrison Creek Watershed (personal communication, Fleenor, 2002). This area, 543.0 ha in size, is a complex network of over 96ha of wetlands linked by approximately 19.0 km of stream channel. It lies immediately to the west of the new Inland Island Highway (Figure 2) and to the south of Lake Trail Road. This area is characterized as a large depression lying at the foot of a large, gravel escarpment. Because of this large, sudden, drop in elevation, groundwater discharges to the surface and supplies the clean, cool, stream flows that run year-round in Morrison Creek. The Morrison Creek Headwaters provide habitat for a wide variety of species including fish, birds (waterfowl, raptors, songbirds), amphibians, rodents, beavers, deer, elk, bears, cougars, and a great diversity of plants. The extensive wetland complexes in the headwaters area provide several vital ecological functions. These functions are: a) Provision of natural storage necessary to moderate peak flows during large rainstorms. This reduces downstream flooding and stream bank erosion, and improves the survival of wildlife (particularly fish) utilizing the lower reaches of the stream system. b) Maintenance of stream flows during periods of drought. Recent studies suggest the predominant limiting factor for anadromous fish production in East Coast Vancouver Island watersheds is summer rearing habitat. c) Purification of water. As much as 80-90% of suspended matter is removed from water as it flows through wetlands. In addition Morrison Creek headwaters provide considerable recreational and aesthetic value to the local community. The headwaters of Morrison Creek are currently under pressure from rural residential developments, potential industrial gravel extractions, ‘pre-development’ logging activities, and boundary expansions by the City of Courtenay and the Village of Cumberland. Sensitive habitats such as wetlands and salmon streams that are not accurately delineated on maps may be impacted or lost due to lack of knowledge of the location or understanding of the sensitive nature of the headwaters area. Mike Lough & Associates conducted mapping of streams in the headwaters area for the Vancouver Island Highway Project (VIHP) (Lough 1999). Though reasonably accurate for most tributaries, the mapping survey did not capture detailed habitat attribute data. Furthermore, existing SEI wetland data is not representative of actual wetland extents. Finally, existing information focusing on the Morrison Creek Headwaters area such as hydrology, geology and current land uses has never been presented in a report focusing on habitat issues. 1.1 Project Objectives Considering the ecological significance of Morrison Creek and the potential for future impacts to the health and function of the area, Project Watershed initiated and conducted a detailed mapping and inventory survey of upper Morrison Creek’s streams and wetlands. Overall, this survey is intended to assist in stewardship of the area, and to facilitate any future management planning efforts specific to the Morrison Creek June 2003
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Headwaters. Mapping sensitive habitats in this area will improve current land use decision making and land development practices by providing active stewardship groups, landowners as well as local and senior governments with accurate spatial information and habitat data for areas known generally to be highly sensitive. This report is intended as an overview of available information on the hydrology, geology, current land use, habitat conditions and potential impacts to the Morrison Creek Headwaters area. Specific project objectives for this study are to: 1. Determine the correct location of Morrison Creek tributaries and wetlands south of Lake Trail Road in the upper watershed using Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping (SHIM) methods. 2. Collect stream and wetland habitat attribute data to be linked to stream and wetland locations in a Geographic Information System (GIS). 3. Record stream and wetland habitat conditions and make recommendations for rehabilitation and/or protection. 4. Map and classify upper Morrison Creek wetlands using Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) methods. 5. Provide a brief overview of information particular to the hydrology, geology, current land use and potential impacts to the Morrison Creek Headwaters area. 1.2 Purpose of the Report In a continuing effort to gather information according to the standard methods outlined in the SHIM methods manual (Mason, B et al 2001), existing information related to Morrison Creek and the surrounding area, is summarized in this report. The primary purpose of the report, however, is to provide accurate mapping and accompanying habitat attribute data related to streams and wetlands collected during recent SHIM surveys. The methods of data collection for this project have been applied to provide identification of features where protection, restoration and rehabilitation might be undertaken. The Stream Descriptions section of this report is a summary of Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM) data and related information gathered during October to March 2002-2003 by Comox Valley Project Watershed Technicians. This section of the report should be read with the accompanying maps found in Appendices 11-14 1.3. Historical Mapping of Morrison Creek Lower Morrison Creek was surveyed up to Lake Trail Road, in January 1999, by Comox Valley Project Watershed Society technicians Gord Bainbridge and Jamie Woodland. An early draft of the Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping methodology titled “Stream Mapping Procedures for Land-Use Planning in Coastal Urban Watersheds (Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping – SHIM: An extension of Streamkeepers Habitat Survey Modules 1 & 2), edition # 3 was used for this survey (SHIM 2 is the code used in the final mapping database to indicate this type of survey).
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Geo-referencing using the SHIM2 method was accomplished primarily with compass and chain combined with Trimble Pro XR GPS points at significant points of reference. Recommendations and conclusions for this portion of the stream are found in a separate report titled “Morrison Creek SHIM Report Features of Interest, Rehabilitation, Restoration and Protection ” (CVPWS 2003). This report, relating to the lower watershed is found in Appendix 5 along with an accompanying map. Upper Morrison Creek, beyond Lake Trail Road is incorrectly represented on TRIM (Terrain Resource Information Mapping), which is a series of digital maps produced and sold by Base Mapping and Geomatics Services Branch of the Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management. TRIM was used to develop the Comox – Strathcona Sensitive Habitat Atlas (RDCS 1998). The most accurate mapping of the headwater area, prior to the 2002-2003 surveys detailed in this report, was conducted by Mike Lough & Associates, as part of a fish habitat study conducted for the Ministry of Transportation and Highways’ Vancouver Island Highway Project, planning and preliminary design studies. The stream and wetland location data produced by Mike Lough & Associates were obtained as hard copy maps from which the polygons and lines were digitized in ArcView GIS. The maps depicted upper Morrison Creek fairly accurately, but habitat attribute data did not accompany them. In addition, existing SEI wetland data was not representative of actual wetland extents. Funded by The Real Estate Foundation and the Habitat Conservation Trust Fund, Comox Valley Project Watershed Society conducted Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM) and SEI ground truthing wetland inventory in upper Morrison Creek starting in September 2001. This report includes information from surveys conducted as of March 2003. 1.4 Mapping Products Collected stream lines, wetland polygons and accompanying attribute data was compiled in ArcView GIS by Project Watershed and provided, as a digital GIS file, to the Regional District of Comox Strathcona for updates to their Comox –Strathcona Sensitive Habitat Atlas. Hardcopies of wetland data accompanied by maps depicting polygon locations were sent to Jan Kirkby, Conservation Science Ecologist for BC Conservation Data Center, Terrestrial Information Branch, Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management. Wetland data will be included in the BC Conservation Data Center SEI database, though no updated SEI GIS layer theme will be to be produced.
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2.0 Overview of Existing Information 2.1 Land Use Land use in the Morrison Creek Headwaters is comprised mainly of managed forest/logging activities (Appendix 4). Additional land use includes two large hobby farms, a small residential neighbourhood (Puntledge Township), and a recently constructed 4-lane highway Downstream from the headwaters area, land use is primarily residential. Between Lake Trail Road and Arden Road land is rural residential and is urban residential from Arden Road to the confluence with the Puntledge River. Comox Timber Ltd. designated 2.8 hectares of their tenured lands adjacent to Lake Trail Road to the VIHP for the construction of 2 fish habitat mitigation channels in 1999. A 9.66 area of wetland containing Morrison Creek mainstem and seven tributaries was donated by Beecher Linton and designated the “Beecher Linton Environmental Reserve”. Both these areas are protected as Environmental Conservation Areas (Wong, 2001). 2.1.1 Land Titles Within Morrison Creek Headwaters The Headwaters area - located primarily south of Lake Trail Rd and west of the Inland Island Highway to Bevan Rd is divided among only a few landowners. Land use is residential, managed forest, or woodlot. All managed forest properties are owned/ managed by Hancock Timber Resource Group, though it would appear from the legal property description they are owned by three different companies. According to Ian De Lisle, a Hancock representative, Hancock Timber Resource Group has recently acquired any land labeled either Weldwood of Canada Ltd. or Olympic Resources Management. These managed forest lands extend from the southeast to the northwest sections of the Morrison Creek headwaters. Timberwest Forest Ltd. also has legal title to a managed forest area to the north of Lake Trail Rd. BG Linton Construction manages a woodlot within the northern section of the headwaters area. BG Linton is also in the process of donating a section of their land to as a preservation area; this area is to be known as the Beecher Linton Reserve. At present it is in the hands of Ministry of Highways and Transportation, Properties Division, awaiting legal surveys and administration to be completed. It is hoped that once land has been donated to the Nature Trust of BC they can monitor and manage the area for preservation purposes. There are currently four properties that are in the residential category. Two exist directly to the west of the BG Linton Reserve and woodlot. The other two are located on the north side of Lake Trail Road. 2.2 Geomorphology/Hydrology
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 2.2.1 Terrain Morrison Creek begins immediately below a steep scarp 30.0 meters or more in height and standing at approximately 30 to 40 degrees in slope. The scarp is the edge of an elevated terrace composed of sand and gravel (Lough et al). This sand and gravel deposit extends from upper Morrison Creek to Comox Lake in the west, to the Puntledge River in the north, and Cumberland to the South (CH2M Hill 2002). Below the scarp, the headwaters of Morrison Creek are characterized as hummocky, consisting of pronounced small mounds “knobs” and periodic depressions or “kettles”. These kettles are actually a series of parallel, intermittent gravel ridges “eskers” (Lough et al 1995). The extensive network of beaver ponds and old logging roads impairs surface drainage in this area (Lough et al 1995). Beyond the toe of the scarp the land becomes moderately sloping to flat and is underlain by dense till of varying thickness. This clay or bedrock, relatively thin and occasionally absent in some areas, essentially functions as a confining layer that decreases infiltration. Soil drainage in the area ranges from well to poorly drained. Surface flow is slowed by natural and anthropogenic topographical features. These include; low gradient, high ground water table, old and new logging roads and active beaver dams located throughout the headwaters area. (Figure 3). These features impound surface flow and contribute to the creation of numerous ponds and wetlands (Lough et al 1995). These wetlands function as reservoirs, allowing the slow release of water into the system, regulating discharge and supplying consistent, year round flows.



Figure 3. Recently built logging road interrupting flow in upper Morrison Creek



2.2.2 Local Groundwater Flow Groundwater movement in the immediate vicinity of upper Morrison Creek is generally believed to move in a northward direction, as influenced by the geomorphologic character of the area (Lough et al 1995). Local groundwater recharge throughout upper Morrison Creek is likely from precipitation combined with groundwater discharge (Lough et al 1995). The sand and gravel scarp at the edge of the elevated terrace on the west boundary of Morrison Creek’s headwaters is the source of ground water feeding upper Morrison Creek in the form of contact springs. The scarp is also the approximate boundary of aquifer 417.
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2.2.3 Aquifer 417 Aquifer 417 IIIA is a 16.9 km2 aquifer composed of Capilano Sediments, which are varying in composition and often contain large groundwater reserves. This sand and gravel deposit extends from upper Morrison Creek to Comox Lake in the west, to the Puntledge River in the north, and Cumberland to the South (CH2M Hill 2002). The northern boundary of aquifer 417 is immediately below this scarp in the upper most limits of the headwaters of Morrison Creek. Aquifer 417 is classified as having little demand in relation to its productivity, and is highly vulnerable to surface contamination. This is of particular note due to the fact that groundwater flows from the Pidgeon Lake landfill flow towards the Morrison Creek Headwaters area (see Section 2.6.3). Based on hydrogeologic and water use criteria; productivity, size, vulnerability, demand, type of use, quality (related to health risks) and quantity concerns, aquifers are assigned a numerical ranking. Scores between 5 and 21 are possible, the higher the number the greater the aquifer’s priority. Aquifer 417 is moderate priority, ranked as 11 (Humphrey 2000). In some locations the water table within this aquifer is at or above the ground surface, creating artesian conditions. Appendix 7 is a map of Morrison Creek depicting aquifer 417 in relation to Morrison Creek’s headwaters. 2.2.4 Springs Morrison Creek’s consistent temperature and flow can be attributed to the abundance of springs in the headwaters. Ten springs have been documented in the area of Aquifer 417 (Humphrey 2000). During the course of this survey springs were observed discharging directly from the scarp by field technicians. Though directly locating the source of inflow was not always possible, large bodies of standing water, flowing channels and saturated areas with no apparent source of flow were the main indications of groundwater discharge. Water was observed periodically to flow subsurface.



2.2.5 Recharge The flow of First Supply Springs appears to fluctuate seasonally indicating that recharge is closely associated with precipitation (Kreye et al 1996). According to a hydrology study of Water Supply Springs (First Supply Springs), located in the Morrison Creek headwaters on First Supply Creek (Kreye et al 1996), springs in this area are recharged locally. The most probable source of recharge is through precipitation on the adjacent terrace, directly upslope from the springs. The estimated source area for these springs, including the ponds and wetlands, is approximately 40 hectares. Appendix 6 provides details about First Supply Spring. 2.2.6 Water Use and Licensing
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Water use in the headwaters is primarily residential – with some water diverted to supply a local fish hatchery. Water for the two hobby farms is supplied by groundwater wells, while a local waterworks exists in the headwaters of First Supply Creek to supply water to the Puntledge Town site, a community of 12 residences located northwest of Comox Logging Road. This water work also supplies water to the aforementioned fish hatchery located within this community. Although it is identified as one spring, First Supply Spring is, in actuality, several springs (Kreye et al 1996). This waterworks is gravity fed through a pipeline extending approximately 1.0 km to the Puntledge Town site. Historically this pipeline was above ground, but a subsurface pipe has now replaced the wooden pipe. 2.3 Fisheries Morrison Creek supports pink, coho, chum salmon, steelhead, both resident and anadromous cutthroat trout, rainbow trout and Dolly Varden. In British Columbia the southern form of Dolly Varden is an intermediate priority candidate for COSEWIC assessment. http://www.cosewic.gc.ca/htmlDocuments/PrioritCan_e.htm#freshwaterFishes. Salmonid distribution in the Morrison Creek headwaters is presented in Appendix 1. Beaver dams likely play a major role in determining salmonid distribution in upper Morrison Creek by limiting fish access to upland habitat. Morrison Creek supports three species of lamprey; Pacific lamprey (Lampetra tridentata), the Western brook lamprey (L.richardsoni) and the Morrison Creek Lamprey (L.richardsoni variety marifuga). The Morrison Creek Lamprey is currently listed by COSEWIC as an endangered species. http://www.cosewic.gc.ca/eng/sct1/SearchResult_e.cfm. 2.3.1 Fisheries Habitat Study As part of the planning for the VIHP, Mike Lough & Associates conducted a fish habitat study throughout the Morrison Creek Headwaters area. Utilizing electrofishing techniques and Gee traps (107 sites) from September 1994 until June 1995, juvenile distribution and seasonal distribution of rearing juveniles was established. As well, the distribution of spawners was also determined and the main spawning areas and obstacles to the upward migration of adult spawning salmon were identified (Lough et al 1995). At the time of this survey it was found that coho and cutthroat trout were the predominant fish species that utilize upper Morrison Creek. 2.3.2 Fish Habitat Restoration and Enhancement A variety of restoration and enhancement projects have been conducted in Morrison Creek. Ted Harding of SHIP Environmental Consultants, contracted by Comox Timber, has completed several fish habitat enhancement projects in upper Morrison Creek. The Morrison Creek Streamkeepers have also completed several restoration and enhancement projects, however, these are located at the lower end of the watershed.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report As part of the Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC) “no net loss” habitat policy, a partnership between Comox Timber Ltd and VIHP involved the design and construction of a fish habitat enhancement works in a 350.0m roadside ditch located on the North side of Lake Trail Rd. in the Morrison Creek Headwaters (Wong, 2001). Morrison Creek is used by FOC staff as an indicator stream for east coast Vancouver Island coho stocks. Little, if any, stock enhancement has been completed in the Morrison Creek Watershed. 2.3.3 Morrison Creek Lamprey The Morrison Creek Brook Lamprey (L. Richardsoni var. marifuga) is a distinct and rare form of the widely distributed western brook lamprey (L. richardsoni). Both forms of this lamprey are found in Morrison Creek, and they constitute a very unique polymorphic population of lampreys that produce both parasitic and non-parasitic adult forms. Little is known about the habitat needs of the Morrison Creek Lamprey, however it is known that they spawn in gravel, and that the larva stick their heads out of soft substrate to feed on detritus (Juanita Ptolemy, rare & endangered fish biologist, MWLAP). The Morrison Creek Lamprey remain in fresh water throughout their entire life cycle. Spawning occurs only once, and the eggs are deposited in riverbed gravel. After hatching, the young quickly burrow into the substrate, where they spend from three to seven years as filter-feeding ammocoetes before metamorphosing into juveniles. The lamprey population begins metamorphosis in July or August, and e two adult forms become apparent in the spring of the following year. The non-parasitic form shows advanced signs of sexual maturation and is ready to reproduce. The parasitic form feeds, mostly on live fishes, and does not completely mature until the following year. The specific habitat requirements to support the population of the Morrison Creek Lamprey are not known (www.speciesatrisk.gc.ca/English/SearchDetail.cfm.) However, as with salmonids the consistent flow and temperature of Morrison Creek may have relevance to the Morrison Creek Lamprey’s unique lifecycle. Appendix 1 is a map of fish distribution in upper Morrison Creek. Detailed information about the Morrison Creek Lamprey can be found at the Morrison Creek Streamkeepers website (www.morrisoncreek.org)
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 2.4 Wildlife Use. A great diversity of wildlife utilize the headwaters of the Morrison Creek Watershed. Of particular note, beavers contribute a great deal to the health of the Morrison Creek Watershed by creating and maintaining wetlands in upper Morrison Creek: “The beaver’s biology plays an important role in the nutrient cycling within the watershed, thus ensuring the health and productivity of the pond, the channel downstream and adjacent riparian areas. Beaver impoundments are critical in supporting the ecological diversity and successional changes within our streams. Flooding and coppicing of riparian vegetation by the beaver, followed by the eventual collapse of the impoundment and renewal of stream cover, all serve to provide rich organic soils that, in turn, support an even greater diversity of organisms. Through their damming activities beaver supply up to 25% of the low summer water reserves required for viable fish habitat. In turn, they provide habitat for a broad range of plant and animal species that are dependent on these wetlands. When water is flowing over the dam, juvenile fish are able to migrate downstream, making use of small rivulets at either end of the dam. Adult migration is often accommodated during wet weather periods. Salmon and trout can often ascend the dams during these periods, although their access may be slowed or even halted during low water periods.” (Ministry of Environment, Lands & Parks, 2001). Appendix 3 shows the numerous beaver dams within upper Morrison Creek. Ravens, numerous species of ducks, trumpeter swans, eagles, woodpeckers and songbirds are a few of the bird species that utilize the wetlands in the Morrison Creek Headwaters. Blacktailed deer, cougar, black bear, and small mammals are also inhabitants of this area (Wong, 2001). The extensive wetland complexes also provide excellent rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids. While their role of the Morrison Creek wetlands in the lifecycle of the Morrison Creek Figure 4. Upper Morrison beaver pond Lamprey is not understood, flooding first growth stumps. undoubtedly, these wetlands are an important aspect of the area’s biodiversity performing essential hydrological and ecological functions.
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2.5 Impacts to the Morrison Creek Headwaters Historically, logging and mining have been the primary activities in the Morrison Creek Headwaters. The presence of first growth stumps and old roadbeds attest to the extent of original human impact in this area (Figure 4). Mining impacts are not readily apparent on the surface, though historical maps of mine shafts indicate that up to 5 layers of mine tunnels exist beneath the headwaters of Morrison Creek. Recent anthropogenic alterations include second growth logging and attendant roads throughout upper Morrison Creek and the construction of the Inland Island Highway. The highway bisects wetland MOR-017 the previously shared headwaters of Morrison Creek’s mainstem and Piercy Creek. The highway crosses Morrison Creek a second time at Lake Trail Road. In this location a wide span bridge was constructed to accommodate Morrison Creek’s mainstem. 2.5.1 Logging Ongoing resource development in the Morrison Creek Watershed has resulted in a significant alteration of riparian habitat (Beamish et al 1998). Logging within the past decade has eliminated much of the second growth coniferous forest canopy in the upper watershed. While an attempt to preserve riparian areas in the form of leave strips has been made, windthrow is often extensive, choking stream channels with debris. The loss of much of upper Morrison Creek’s forest cover has led to a loss of riparian habitat. As is well documented, the removal of streamside vegetation increases peak stream discharges and creates warmer water temperatures. Alterations to channel morphology, increases streambed scouring and bank erosion that leads to downstream sedimentation, channel infilling, and property flooding (Bjornn 1991). Sediment is one of the most significant factors limiting fish production in small streams as it impairs the development of fish embryos in streambed gravels and the emergence of salmonid fry (Bjornn 1969; McCudden 1977). Sediment degrades fish habitat by in-filling critical pool habitat and decreases the productivity of streams by limiting benthic invertebrate production (Stalnaker 1978). Upper Morrison Creek suffers from the cumulative effects of logging. An assessment conducted by Raven River Habitat Services documents these impacts: Low frequency of LOD, decreased pool to riffle ratio, increased sedimentation, increase in channel width, stream bed aggradations and loss of spawning gravel (Baldwin 1992). 2.5.2 Urban/Residential Development While the lower reaches of Morrison Creek have been heavily impacted by residential development, the headwaters region has had comparatively little residential development to date.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 2.5.3 Mining Impacts. The nature and scope of the survey conducted does not provide for detection of mining impacts. From a surface perspective no impacts were immediately discernable. 2.6 Threats to the Morrison Creek Headwaters 2.6.1 Municipal Expansion Boundary expansions by the Village of Cumberland have encompassed approximately half of the Upper Watershed of Morrison Creek. As a result, the escarpment above Morrison Creek is an area likely to undergo industrial and/or residential development in the near future. Since the terrace is an area of recharge for the Morrison Creek springs, these or similar activities, if not designed and implemented utilizing best management practices, may impact water quality or quantity in Morrison Creek. Due to the fact that the immediate area of upper Morrison Creek consists of large privately owned Figure 5. View south towards scarp showing lands the possibility of this land clear-cut logging on terrace immediately above being sold, re-zoned and developed upper Morrison Creek. exists. As the City of Courtenay and Village of Cumberland continue to expand to accommodate an increasing population, this area will face rapidly mounting pressure from residential development. 2.6.2 Resource Development At the time of this report the recharge areas of this aquifer have not been identified. The predominance of gravel in the escarpment of Morrison Creek makes this a potential source of gravel extraction. Several gravel pits are in operation in the area and a large portion of the terrace has been logged to the edge of the scarp (Figure 5). 2.6.3 Landfill & Coal Waste Leachate A hydrogeological study of the Pidgeon Lake Landfill, conducted by the Regional District of Comox Strathcona, indicates that the headwaters of Morrison and Nellie
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Creek (a tributary of Morrison Creek) are at the lowest elevation downgrade from Pidgeon Lake Landfill (CH2M Hill 2002). Pidgeon Lake Landfill is located, south of upper Morrison Creek, on the elevated terrace near the Village of Cumberland. West of the landfill a groundwater divide separates flow between drainage into Comox Lake to the west and northeast to Morrison Creek and Nellie Creek (CH2M HILL 2002). Groundwater from immediately below the landfill discharges into Morrison and Nellie Creeks at an average linear groundwater velocity of 47.0 to 136.0 m/y. This groundwater containing contaminants derived from landfill and coal waste leachate extends to Bevan Road, immediately upstream of the Morrison Creek Headwaters Area. The contaminant levels in this water are described as relatively dilute (CH2M HILL 2002). For plume maps of indicator parameters, refer to the Pidgeon Lake Regional Landfill-Hydrogeological Investigation (CH2M HILL 2002). A recent application by Hazco Environmental Services Ltd. to utilize Pidgeon Lake Landfill as a hazardous waste dumpsite prompted the production of a hydrology report by the Regional District of Comox Strathcona. This report recommended surface water monitoring be established at several points on Nellie and Morrison Creeks, down gradient of the landfill (CH2M Hill 2002). 2.7 Protection of Ecologically Sensitive Areas Current protection of ecologically sensitive areas in the headwaters of Morrison Creek consists of the BG Linton Ecological Reserve and a small tract of land adjacent to the constructed channel at Lake Trail Road. The hydrology of Morrison Creek is complex and sensitive, and the protection of wetlands in upper Morrison Creek is essential to the functioning of Morrison Creek as a productive fish-bearing stream. The wetlands in the Morrison Creek watershed represent bodies of standing water or areas of water retention. Any alteration to these wetlands would have severe impacts on Morrison Creek (Lough et al 1995). Attempts to drain, fill or redirect water in these wetlands could drastically alter hydrological conditions in Morrison Creek, increase sediment loads, reduce water quality, destroy significant fish and wildlife habitat in the actual wetlands and downstream, and potentially create downstream flooding (McPhee et al 1993-1997). To successfully plan wildlife habitat and landscape biodiversity, wetlands need to be conserved (Banner & McKenzie 2000). A 1993 report for the Pacific Coast Joint Venture BC Steering Committee recommends long-term conservation tenures, with property owners of beaver ponds and associated undeveloped riparian areas, to protect both fisheries and wildlife values associated with Morrison Creek (Fry 1993). 2.8 Community Groups The Morrison Creek Streamkeepers are a small, active group of watershed residents dedicated to preserving, rehabilitating and promoting public awareness of the Morrison
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Creek watershed. Activities of the Morrison Creek Streamkeepers include smolt and spawner counts, water quality and discharge measurements, and restoration and enhancement projects in lower Morrison Creek The Morrison Creek Streamkeepers are currently focusing on the Morrison Creek Lamprey. Further information regarding Morrison Creek, the Morrison Creek Streamkeepers and the Morrison Creek Lamprey can be gathered at www.morrisoncreek.org.



3.0 Methods Upper Morrison Creek stream channels and wetlands were mapped using Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping (SHIM) methods for defined stream channels and Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) ground-truthing methods for wetlands. SHIM is designed to inventory and geo-reference defined stream channels and there is currently no provision within the SHIM methodology, other than defining the high water mark, for mapping and inventorying wetlands. In the field, to better represent and document wetlands, SEI methods were used (see Section 3.2). In Upper Morrison Creek, standing water extends over hectares and no defined channel is evident from the ground in many locations. Due to the large number of beaver created ponds and large wetland complexes, the mapping of a consistent stream centerline was often impractical. From a field mapping perspective, the logistics of traversing wetlands to determine location and existence of channels through wetland areas would require time and resources beyond the scope of the survey. If a channel were evident within a wetland then it was mapped using SHIM methods. However, as was often the case, no channel was evident and standing water was dominant across the area. These areas were treated in one of three ways: • Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory Wetlands: If the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory already surveyed the area, then technicians would walk the approximate boundary looking for sources of inflow. These would be followed to their source and if the channel was defined, it was mapped using SHIM methods. • Project Watershed Wetland Mapping & Inventory: The wetland was mapped and inventoried using the wetland mapping and inventory methods described in Section 3.2 of this report and technicians would follow the same procedures as described for SEI wetlands. • Wetland not Delineated or Inventoried: If the wetland was not inventoried by either of the above methods, air photo interpretation using an ISM aerial photo diapositive viewer was used to delineate the boundary. Boundaries of these wetlands were walked when possible, using the GPS for assistance in georeferencing. These wetlands were not classified due to the lack of plant cover at the time of the survey. As part of the Vancouver Island Inland Highway Project planning work, Mike Lough and Associates mapped Morrison Creek using both 1:5000 aerial photography interpretation, combined with field checking (Lough 1995). This mapping depicted stream channels through wetland areas. When creating GIS maps, for ease in interpreting the flow of June 2003
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report upper Morrison Creek, these stream lines running through wetlands were retained and appended to new mapping data gathered in the field surveys. It should be noted that when viewing maps of Upper Morrison Creek wetlands are an important part of the hydrology of Morrison Creek, and displaying the creek as channel alone would misrepresent actual hydrological conditions. 3.1 Stream Mapping & Inventory. The methodology used for the stream mapping/inventory portion of this project was “Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping” (Mason et al 2001). GPS mapping was conducted using Trimble Pathfinder Pro XR equipment. SHIM Version 2002 data dictionary was utilized for data gathering. To view the latest revisions for the SHIM methodology, visit the CMN website www.shim.bc.ca/method2.html. Appendix 8 contains metadata for streams. Stream segments were defined according to the criteria established by SHIM for fish habitat inventories. Due to time and budget limitations detailed cross sections for each segment were not conducted since the need for accurate stream location and habitat conditions was deemed a priority. 3.2 Wetland Mapping & Inventory. In late September to October 2002, Project Watershed technicians and Mimulus Biological Consultants conducted mapping and inventory of upper Morrison Creek wetlands. The Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory ground-truthing methodology was used to classify wetlands. Project Watershed technicians collected GPS points and lines for use in providing geo-referencing for the resulting wetland polygons to be developed using GIS. Appendix 9 contains wetland metadata and Appendix 10, SEI ground truthing forms, are an example of the type of data collected. At the time of this report Project Watershed is finalizing a document for the wetland methodology in order to provide a new Wetland Inventory module for the SHIM manual.



4.0 STREAM DESCRIPTIONS For ease of understanding, this section should be read with Appendix 11, a map depicting Morrison Creek & Tributaries. Since the focus of this survey is upper Morrison Creek, this report considers only main stem attributes southwest of the Inland Island Highway and the ridge northeast of Pidgeon Lake Road. Descriptions of tributaries in this area follow a description of the main stem. For information on lower Morrison Creek and tributaries northeast of the Inland Island Highway refer to an earlier SHIM report contained in Appendix 5.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 4.1 Morrison Creek Mainstem Morrison Creek’s main stem flows northwest from a 41.0 hectare wetland (MOR-017), for approximately 2.5 km, crossing Lake Trail Road to Miromar Road approximately 181.0 meters northeast of the Inland Island Highway. The main stem of Morrison Creek continues downstream from Miromar Road for an additional 4.9 km before discharging into the Puntledge River. Starting at the confluence with the Puntledge River, there are thirteen tributaries in the Morrison Creek watershed: Arden Creek, Tributary 2, First Supply Creek, Nellie Creek and Tributaries 5 to 13. The main stem of Morrison Creek in the headwaters area flows through two large private properties managed as tree farms and two political jurisdictions, the Regional District of Comox Strathcona and the Village of Cumberland. The main stem’s largest wetland is 41.0 hectares and it is fed by 3 tributaries (Tributaries 11, 12 & 13) and by drainage from the gravel escarpment. The main stem has consistent year round flow. Of the 2.5 km section of headwater mainstem, 0.95 km is defined channel, primarily connective drainage between wetlands. 1.4 km of the mainstem flows through wetland with no clearly defined channel. The primary hydrology of the sections of defined channel is riffle and riffle/pool. The wetlands along the main stem have historically provided some protection from logging of the area. In the lower part of the main stem, a reasonable leave strip, approximately 30 meters wide, has been left providing a buffer against the impacts of adjacent logging. An exception to this is a 115.0 meter stretch where the leave strip is 8.0 meters or less. The fish habitat study conducted for the VIHP identified spawning habitat along Morrison Creek main stem (Lough 1995). This study also indicates the presence of coho in the lower reaches and cutthroat trout throughout. The RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas (CVSHA) confirms fish presence in the upper reaches (See Appendix 1). The survey conducted in 2002-2003 confirms that there is potential in the main stem for spawning: 455.0 meters of the main stem has between 55% and 80% gravel substrate. The presence of deep pools, abundant cover and channel complexity suggest that Morrison Creek’s main stem would be excellent juvenile rearing habitat. Potential obstructions in the form of beaver dams exist throughout the main stem. To assist fish passage, Ted Harding of SHIP Environmental Consultants has installed two “beaver bafflers” in a series of beaver ponds located mid section of the headwater mainstem. Tributaries 11, 12 & 13 are the only sources of obvious surface flow into this wetland and they do not appear to have much significant flow, lending credence to the theory that springs and general subsurface drainage contribute significantly to the water volume in this area. Wetland MOR-017 covers an area in excess of 41.0 hectares. Prior to construction of the Inland Island Highway MOR-017 was a headwater wetland shared with the Piercy Creek watershed to the east. The highway has bisected this shared wetland, and areas adjacent to the highway are now connected by culverts. This area was ground truthed and classified initially in 1999 for the Millard-Piercy
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Watershed Stewards prior to highway construction (Jones 1999). Project Watershed technicians ground-truthed this area in the process of collecting SHIM data in 20022003. 4.2 First Supply Creek (Tributary 3) First Supply Creek is the third tributary to Morrison Creek. The main stem of First Supply Creek extends for 1.5 kilometers from a 7.4 hectare spring fed wetland (SEI poly ID 65105 and MOR-011) to its confluence with the main stem of Morrison Creek, immediately adjacent to the northeast side of Lake Trail Road. First Supply Creek flows through four private properties (two managed as a tree farms and two are hobby farm/residences) and two political jurisdictions, the Regional District of Comox Strathcona and the Village of Cumberland. First Supply Creek has five tributaries (Tributaries A, B, C, D and E). The lower 348.0 meters, from the confluence with Morrison Creek’s main stem to the crossing of Lake Trail Road, were constructed in 1999 as part of VIHP’s mitigation efforts. This creek is low gradient (< 5%), primarily in its natural state with a riffle or riffle/pool hydrology. A portion of First Supply creek flows through wetlands MOR-003. MOR-003 This wetland consisted of a treed swamp (3B) that flowed into a shallow marsh (3A). First Supply Creek flowed through the center of these wetlands. Bounded by Lake Trail Road on the north and a cutblock on the west, the narrow swamp had extremely large (>100 cm diameter) large woody debris that altered the flow in the site. Initially there was a narrow riparian area left by the logging that bordered the creek. This riparian area slowly changed to a treed swamp community. There was thick organic soil (30-40 cm) over sand in most areas. The swamp consisted of mostly red alder with salmonberry, elderberry, salal, skunk cabbage, and various ferns in the understory. Many areas were exposed mud and standing water in the swamp. The marsh had open water as well as many emergent plants. The perimeter was vegetated with shrubs such as ninebark, salmonberry, hardhack, and salal. There were several sedge species as well as cattails within the marsh. According to the RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas, fish are present throughout First Supply Creek. The fisheries study VIHP (Lough 1995) confirms the presence of coho and cutthroat trout throughout this tributary. The predominance of gravel in this tributary indicates significant spawning habitat. First Supply Creek has consistent year found flow. The headwaters of First Supply Creek are spring fed wetlands that are also the source of the Bevan Townsite’s water supply. Bevan is a small community of 12 residences. The water from this community is piped from a series of spring fed ponds. The outlet feeds a subterranean pipe that extends for just over 1.0 km. This significant
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report headwaters area is only partially represented by the SEI wetland polygon, (SEI poly ID 65105). Project Watershed ground-truthed the areas adjacent to the wetland indicated in the SEI, however, due to the time of year, no vegetation inventory data was gathered for the wetland area MOR-011. 4.2.1 First Supply Tributary A First Supply Tributary A has two sections separated by MOR-002. The upper section flows from wetland 10 and, in conjunction with Comox Main Tributary, it feeds wetland 11. The lower portion of First Supply Creek Tributary A was constructed in 1999 by the VIHP. 111.0 meters of this 303.0 meter section is newly created channel. Between segment 2 and 3 the flow of Tributary A splits, the right fork continuing to First Supply Creek as described below and the left fork (Tributary A-1) flowing through a culvert beneath the Inland Island Highway to join the Morrison Creek main stem. Tributary A extends from First Supply Creek 27.0 meters from the confluence of First Supply and Morrison Creek to 1.59 hectares of wetland northwest of Lake Trail Road. This wetland has two sources of inflow, the Comox Main Tributary and a 4.1 hectare wetland that feeds Tributaries A & B. The first 19.0 meters of Tributary A is pool habitat with a wetted depth of 2.0 meters. The remaining channel is a glide. For 255.0 meters of channel length crown closure is > 90% and it is 41-70% for 19 meters. Stream cover is from 40-80% consisting of large woody debris, a deep pool and overhanging vegetation. Substrate is mostly fines with only 0-20% gravel. This section would likely function as juvenile rearing habitat, assuming flow continues through dry months and the pool temperature is moderated. MOR-002 Draining water from Lake Trail Road and areas west of the wetland, this area was composed of a shrub swamp (2B) surrounded by a treed swamp (2A). The treed regions had large trees with skunk cabbage and mud in the understory. One red cedar in this site was 1182 cm in diameter. The BEC site series was classed as CWHxm-12. There were flood channels throughout the whole site and there was evidence of varied wildlife use. This was a heterogeneous system containing swales with more terrestrial communities in higher areas and different swamp communities in lower regions. An old road bisected the site. Outflow was easterly, flowing into a recent cutblock area and into the stream connecting this site with another wetland (1A). 4.2.2 First Supply Tributary A-1 The tributary links First Supply Creek constructed channels with the main stem of Morrison Creek. Extending from the main stem of Morrison Creek, 178.0 meters downstream from Lake Trail Road, to First Supply Creek Tributary A the majority of this 178.0 m section is a 50.0 meter culvert extending beneath the Inland Island Highway. Upstream and downstream of the culvert the riparian has wetland characteristics and consists primarily of tall shrubs on both banks, changing to mature forest for the final 38.0 meters. Substrate is predominately fines with some organic.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Cover consists of large woody debris and is minimal (10%) for the first 140.0 meters increasing to 50 % for 38.0 meters. Crown closure is between 1% and 20%. 4.2.3 First Supply Tributary B Tributary B flows from a 4.8 hectare wetland, (MOR-002) into the main stem of First Supply Creek. The first 112.0 meters of this 128.0 meter channel are constructed, part of the VIHP mitigation project. 14.0 meters at the start of this section of stream have a substrate of 80% gravel with a gradient of 12%. 99.0 meters of this channel is an excavated pool, gradient from here is < 5%. Crown closure is 1-20% and stream cover is 60% mostly LWD. The final 15.0 meters of this tributary is natural outflow from the wetland.



4.2.4 Comox Main Tributary The Comox Main Tributary is a 905.0 meter channelized tributary to First Supply Creek adjacent to Comox Main Logging Road. The channel has been filled at the upper end of this tributary creating a barrier for fish. Discharge from the Kiwanis Hatchery located in the Bevan Townsite enters from the ditch on the opposite side of the road. The Bevan water supply pipe crosses beneath this tributary at its uppermost end of the channel. The 1995 fish habitat survey for the VIHP (Lough 1995) has identified cutthroat spawning habitat in this section of stream. Ted Harding of SHIP Environmental Consultants has also observed cutthroat utilizing this tributary (personal communication, 2003). This tributary gathers drainage from high ground at its upper end close to Lake Trail Road and discharges into a 1.59 hectare wetland (MOR-001). MOR-001 also receives inflow from 99.0 meters of channel draining a 4.8 hectare wetland (MOR-002). Flow from this drainage area is concentrated into 294.0 meters of channel, Tributary A of First Supply Creek, the confluence of which is approximately 20.0 meters northwest of Lake Trail Road. MOR-001 This wetland received water from a creek draining in from the north and a larger creek flowing in from the west. Small runoff was received from an adjacent recent cutblock to the south. Most of the wetland was classed as a treed swamp (1A) with a smaller shallow marsh component (1B). The swamp was a complex of several swamp communities with some mounded terrestrial sites. There was large coarse woody debris within the site and several large stumps and snags. Bear scat, game bedding areas, game trails, and beaver dams were found in the site. Evidence of woodpeckers was found and frog calls were heard. Mature coniferous and deciduous trees were located within both wetland areas. The marsh had several fern species mixed with horsetails, skunk cabbage, cattails, sedges, and grasses. There were some introduced species within this site including English ivy, reed canary grass, holly, and creeping buttercup.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 4.2.5 First Supply Tributary A-B This 205.0 meter ephemeral tributary is primarily natural with wetland hydrology, providing inflow to MOR-002. Gradient is less than 2%. Crown closure is 71 – 90% for 138 meters increasing to 21 – 40% for 67 meters. Substrate is 100% organic throughout. Total cover is 40%, 100% woody debris. Riparian is coniferous for 138 meters though adjacent land is swamp and channel runs through Mor-010-A. 67.0 meters is mixed forest and surrounding land is logged. 4.2.6 First Supply Tributary C Extending 76.0 meters adjacent to Lake Trail Road, Tributary C is part of a beaver complex. Substrate is 100% organics; cover is 60%, predominately instream vegetation with some deep pools and overhanging vegetation. Crown closure is 1-20%. Riparian is wetland on the right bank and Lake Trail Road on the left bank. 4.2.7 First Supply Tributary D Primarily riffle/pool hydrology this 213.0 meter tributary is one of three watercourses (First Supply Main stem and Tributary E being the others) draining from a 7.42 hectare marsh/swamp wetland complex (SEI Wetland S65015). This wetland is the headwaters of First Supply Creek. The initial gradient, for 144.0 meters, of Tributary D is 6 – 10%, diminishing to 2% for 70.0 meters as it joins with the wetland. 35.0 meters has good crown closure (71-90%) with 178.0 meters having poor crown closure of 1-20%. The lack of crown closure can be attributed to extensive blow down throughout this tributary. The majority of the leave strip has been blown down and in places obscures and clogs the stream channel. Areas where blow down is most pronounced have steep banks, slope 80%. Only 35.0 meters of this stream has an intact leave strip. As would be expected, primary cover is minimal: 20% for 178.0 meters, 90% for 35.0 meters. This tributary has spawning potential with 50% gravel for 145.0 meters and 35.0 meters of 100% gravel. 4.2.8 First Supply Tributary E Draining SEI wetland S65015 for 172.0 meters of riffle pool hydrology Tributary E has a gradient between 2-5%. Crown closure varies. The first 58.0 meters have potential as spawning habitat with 80% gravel, though cover is only 30% and is mostly large woody debris. The area has been logged the length of the channel and some logging debris was found instream. The channel drains a beaver pond.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 4.3 Nellie Creek (Tributary 4) Nellie Creek, Morrison Creek’s third tributary, joins Morrison Creek approximately 40.0 meters southeast of Lake Trail Road in a 7.8 hectare wetland area, (SEI wetland S65019) and extends 2.64 km to its headwaters in a 0.8 hectare wetland (MOR-0010). Nellie Creek has one tributary, Tributary NellieA. Nellie Creek flows through four private properties (two managed as tree farms, and two are hobby farm/residences) and two political jurisdictions, the Regional District of Comox Strathcona and the Village of Cumberland. Gradient is (< 5%) excepting a 428.0 meter section in the upper stream reaches with a Figure 6. Above. Up-ended roots gradient of 12%. of blown down trees. Stream Nellie Creek flows channel is in the vicinity of the field through wetland, vest. Figure 7. Left. Blow down logged areas and on steep banks, viewed from the occasional mixed channel looking up the bank. or coniferous forest. The stream channel is primarily in its natural state. For the first 474.0 meters in the lower reaches Nellie Creek flows through wetland complexes, primarily beaver created ponds. 1,111.0 meters (42%) of Nellie Creek flows through logged areas and, of this, 322.0 meters suffers from loss of riparian due to extensive blow down of leave strips. (Figure 6 & 7). Woody debris, both small and large, has clogged the channel. Areas of defined channel and flow have a pool/riffle hydrology. Beaver dams, particularly in the lower sections may be obstructions. Nellie Creek flows year round. The Regional District of Comox Strathcona Sensitive Habitat Atlas indicates fish presence throughout the main stem of Nellie Creek. The 1995 fish habitat study for the VIHP (Lough 1995) also confirms the presence of cutthroat trout throughout the creek and coho and Dolly Varden in the lower portion. Nellie Creek supports some potential spawning habitat in the upper sections and in an area near its confluence with Morrison Creek Main stem. The headwaters of Nellie Creek are a small 0.8 hectare beaver created wetland MOR0010. Inflow is also provided from Tributary Nellie-A. The source of Trib. Nellie-A
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report flow appears to be groundwater seepage issuing from a bowl like depression in the hillside at the uppermost end of the Tributary. 4.3.1 Tributary Nellie-A Tributary Nellie-A travels for 496 meters from what appears to be a spring fed basin as described above to Nellie Creek. Water levels diminish to seepage at the upper end. Adjacent logging that chokes the channel with small woody debris has impacted the tributary. Both banks have been logged throughout the length of the tributary. However, the small 5.0 meter leave strip was stable at the time of the survey. The presence of a collapsed bridge with no culvert is most likely an obstacle to fish movement. The tributary has good cover and would likely function well as juvenile rearing habitat. The 1995 fish habitat study for VIHP (Lough 1995) found cutthroat trout in the upper reach of this tributary. 4.3.2 Nellie Creek Wetlands MOR-004 This wetland complex was composed of two wetland areas. The first (4A) was a tall shrub swamp made up of mostly willows, alders, and dogwood. There was a series of three beaver dams with a driveway that divided the lower tail from the main portion of wetland. The main outflow was through a culvert into Nellie Creek but there were several secondary outflows from between the dams. Much of this flowed southwesterly to 4B. The second wetland area was long and narrow, divided by a driveway. There were four culverts under the driveway receiving flow from western side. Some water may have been received by this area from the south (possibly from wetland 6A). A shrub swamp was on the western perimeter (4B), with a marsh adjacent to the drive on the western side (4D). On the eastern side of the drive was a treed swamp (4C). The marsh was dominated by cattails with open water. The swamps consisted of red alder, hardhack, salmonberry, red-osier dogwood, and red cedar. These wetlands were surrounded by tree farm and agriculture. MOR-010 There were two distinct wetlands located adjacent to each other just off a logging road. The first (10A) was a deep marsh created by beavers in the area. An active site, with recently chewed trees and a large dam, the marsh was bounded by hillsides on two sides. There were a couple debris piles in the wetland, which could have been either old lodges or, more likely, logging debris. Emergent plants in the marsh included reed canary grass and horsetail species. The second site (10B) was an isolated wetland, not attached to any distinct water body. This marsh was surrounded by mature coniferous forest and may receive seasonal
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report drainage from its south end. Most of this site was covered by open water with terrestrial forest vegetation along its perimeter. There were a few emergent species present at the time of the survey including sedges, grasses, and larger shrub species along the road edge (north side) of the wetland. Common shrubs included salmonberry, red cedar, hardhack, and red alder. 4.4 Tributary 5 Tributary 5 is one of 3 tributaries draining from the east beneath the Inland Island Highway into a 7.8 hectare wetland complex (SEI wetland S65019) surrounding the main stem immediately southeast of Lake Trail Road. Tributary 5 is an intermittent tributary running for 224.0 m from northeast of the Inland Island Highway to the main stem 65.0 meters of this runs beneath the Inland Highway through a 1.0 meter diameter steel culvert. This tributary collects drainage from east of the highway and contributes to the 7.8 hectare wetland surrounding the main stem and confluence. The primary substrate is fines. Fish presence is unknown. 4.5 Tributary 6 Tributary 6 is classified as a ditch with possible fish presence for 207.0 meters before becoming stream habitat for 230.0 meters. Tributary 6 runs through a still forested portion on the adjoining tree farm, beneath the Inland Island Highway through a 1.0 meter diameter steel culvert for 60 meters before entering SEI wetland S65019 and joining Morrison Creek’s main stem. This tributary flows year round and west of the Inland Highway is in a primarily natural state. 40.0 meters of the lower channel has 80% gravel substrate. The 1995 fish habitat study (Lough 1995) found both cutthroat trout and coho salmon immediately upstream of this area of potential spawning habitat. The RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas confirms fish presence throughout Tributary 6. 4.6 Tributary 7 Tributary 7 drains an approximately 20.0 meter x 20.0 meter dugout pond on a tree farm northeast of the Inland Island Highway. The trib flows beneath the highway through a 1.0 meter x 60.0 meter culvert to MOR-005, joining here with Morrison Creek’s main stem. The pond is fed by a network of ditches extending for 1.1 km’s through the tree farm. Tributary 7.0 is primarily natural downstream of the highway, with potential for juvenile habitat throughout. The 1995 fish habitat study for the VIHP (Lough 1995) trapped a cutthroat trout in the dugout pond and found both cutthroat and coho in the mid reaches. Some drainage enters this tributary in the form of seepage from settling ponds created by Ministry of Transportation and Highways. MOR-005 Wetland MOR-005 adjoins SEI wetland S65019. The wetland edges were groundtruthed by Project Watershed technicians but no inventory was conducted.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 4.7 Tributary 8 Tributary 8 flows from a 9.0 hectare wetland complex (MOR-007) joining Morrison Creek’s main stem in SEI wetland S65019. Of this 1.08 km tributary, 405.0 meters is defined channel and 675.0 meters is Figure 8. wetland (MOR-006). Tributary 8 Beaver pond flows through 3 private properties created by (two managed as a tree farms, and damming one hobby farm/residence) and two culvert political jurisdictions: the Regional (downstream District of Comox Strathcona and the view below) Village of Cumberland. Much of this on upstream tributary possesses wetland side. Note characteristics with poorly defined over- flow braided channel and would function pipe well as juvenile habitat. Gradient is restricting less than 5% and the tributary is fish passage. primarily in its natural state with good cover in the form of overhanging vegetation and large woody debris. Of significance on this tributary is a definite barrier in the form of a plugged culvert. A beaver has plugged a 1.0 meter culvert upstream of an existing logging road (Figure 8). Backed up water overflowed during high water blowing out the bank downstream of the road. Approximately 15.0 meters of bank is exposed on both sides of the stream, creating the potential for ongoing siltation. Beaver dams throughout this tributary may be potential barriers to fish movement. The 1995 fish habitat survey for VIHP (Lough 1995) indicates that coho and cutthroat utilize this tributary. The RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas confirms fish presence throughout. 4.7.1 Tributary 8 Wetlands MOR-006 Wetland 6 was a diverse shrub swamp with high wildlife as well as human usage (horseback trails). The creek flowed from this site along with another small outflow draining northwards. Red alder, willow, salmonberry, and hardhack were common in the site with patches of sedges and cattails. There was a pasture adjacent to the site on northeast side. Surrounding most of the rest of the wetland was a wet wooded area.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report MOR-007 This large wetland was bounded on the western side by a recent clear cut. Part of the wetland originated within the cutblock (7G). It was an active beaver habitat with both old and new dams creating wetter marsh communities. Current beaver activity regularly obstructs a culvert at the eastern end, creating wetland habitat. Surrounding the marshes (7A, B, D, F) were shrub swamps (7C, E, G). One small area contained a treed swamp (7H). There were recreational horse trails in adjacent areas as well as deer trails running through the site and evidence of bear. 4.7.2 Tributary 8-A Tributary 8-A is a low gradient (1%), ephemeral tributary draining an undetermined source for 510.0 meters before joining with Tributary 8 in MOR-005. Tributary 8-A travels through two jurisdictions and two private properties. Though this tributary is not obviously channelized, the linear nature, poor channel definition, presence of periodic dug out areas and location of the tributary within a gully, indicate that the gully itself may have been manmade to facilitate drainage in the upper watershed. Adjacent land is logged for 161.0 meters beyond the leave strip, within which the sapling alder have been thinned. A 0.3 meter PVC culvert, beneath an adjacent gravel road, enters Tributary 8-A from the left bank and appears to be intended to channel flow from the adjoining tree farm. The ditch and culvert were dry at the time of this survey. There are no obstructions on Tributary 8-A. Despite the ephemeral nature of this tributary it likely serves as juvenile overwintering habitat. The presence of three juveniles of an unknown species were observed during this survey. Though substrate is predominately fines, pockets of trout size spawning gravel occur. The 1995 fish habitat study for VIHP (Lough 1995) determined the presence of both cutthroat and coho in the upper reaches. The source of this tributary seems to be general drainage from wetlands located approximately 150.0 meters south of Tributary 8-A. The upper end was a wet forested area with some pockets of standing water, but no obvious waterbody. 4.8 Tributary 9 Tributary 9 flows from a 12.6 hectare wetland complex (MOR-009) for 1.82 km, joining the main stem, in a series of beaver dams covering 12. 6 hectares. Tributary 9 flows through one privately property, owned by a timber company in the jurisdiction of the Village of Cumberland. Gradient is less than 5% and the hydrology of this area is primarily pool with stretches of riffle/pool or riffle hydrology. The majority of defined channel in Tributary 9 runs adjacent to a wetland newly created by beavers. Despite the predominance of wetland the channel continues to be well defined. Of 1.82 km’s of stream, 485.0 meters is defined channel and 1.34 km is wetland. This tributary
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report is primarily in its natural state with little disturbance from logging. Cover is greater than 70% for 390 meters, predominately overhanging vegetation and some large woody debris. 163.0 meters has 80% gravel substrate. Potential obstructions may prevent fish from reaching this spawning habitat. On Tributary 9, along a reach of 485.0 meters, six potential obstructions were encountered: five beaver dams and one tree growing in the channel. Of these potential obstructions one dam was approximately 3.0 meters in height. Water was draining from beneath the dam, and juvenile fish may be able to move through here, Location of Stream however, even at Location Channel high flows the height of Stream of this dam may and Channel the other three feed Tributary 10. Wetland 9 is a series of tiered beaver dams extending along and immediately adjacent to the ridge. Probable water source is discharge from the ridge. 4.9 Tributary 10



Figure 9. Above & below. Upper Morrison Creek Tributary 10 has been logged to the edge of the channel and completely lacks riparian cover.



Tributary 10 flows east from 12.6 hectare of wetlands (MOR-009) for 2.83 km into (MOR-008). Of 2.83 km’s 1.74 km is wetland with no defined channel and 1.09 km is defined channel. Both tributary 9 and 10 provide significant flows. Tributary 10 is connective flow between wetlands. Tributary 10 has 2 tributaries, Tributary 10-A and 10-B. Tributary 10 flows through one privately property, owned by a timber company and is under the jurisdiction of the Village of Cumberland. Gradient is less than 5% and the hydrology of
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report this stream is primarily riffle/pool. The entire channel (2.83 km) has disturbed riparian due to adjacent logging. Along approximately 300.0 meters of this tributary, the riparian is almost non-existent and blow down often obscures the channel. (Figure 9 above). Beaver ponds have been logged to the edge. Potential obstructions exist in the form of beaver dams and upstream, large logs embedded in the stream The 1995 fish habitat study for VIHP (Lough 1995) found cutthroat in this tributary. The RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas confirms fish presence to the upper Beaver Dams. The headwaters of Tributary 10 is in the description of Tributary 9. This wetland is shared with Tributary 9. MOR-008 Receiving water from Tributary 10B and the mainstem of Tributary 10, this large wetland complex ultimately flowed into the Morrison Creek mainstem. Consisting mostly of swamp communities, there were many pockets of shallow and deep marshes. This was a very active beaver habitat including new dams and some areas with mature live trees in inundated sites (8C). Past logging was evident by the large stumps in the wetlands and large diameter coarse woody debris throughout the area. There were also several tall, large-diameter snags in the wetland. There was an area where alder had been cut along the edges of the wetland (8C). Deer trails were noted throughout the area along with sites with beaver tracks, lodges or holes, and heavy gnawing damage. A bear den was noted (8E) along with several bedding areas. MOR-009 The creek flowed through the three main sections of this wetland, which included marsh and swamp communities. The area had been logged in the past, forming vegetated islands on top of stumps and large woody debris of more terrestrial vegetation. Several beaver dams created retention areas of deeper water in the wetland. In site 9B, several springs were evident supplying additional flow. In this same site, there were cedar trees that had diameters of 50-90 cm and one very large cottonwood tree. Around the edges of site 9B, many alders had been cut down by humans. Wildlife was evident including deer trails, scat, and browsed areas; an old beaver lodge; and a variety of frog and woodpecker species. The uppermost wetland MOR-009 had two outflows, into Tributary 9 and into Tributary 10. Seepage and subsurface flow contribute to flow in Tributary 10-A.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report 4.9.1 Tributary 10-A This tributary does not directly connect with the channel of tributary 10, but drains into a mutual wetland complex (MOR-008). This tributary is not channelized and has wetland characteristics. Tributary 10-A appears to be draining MOR-009 and issues beneath the road below a beaver pond. Although no channel is evident flow is consistent. Mike Lough documented cutthroat trout in this tributary. (Lough et al, 1995) 4.9.2 Tributary 10-B Tributary 10-B connects PW wetlands 9 and S65022. This connective drainage consists of 175.0 meters of well-defined channel and good complexing and cover. Substrate is mostly fines with some gravel (20%). Cover is 90% (large woody debris) and crown closure 90% due to an intact riparian zone. The surrounding area has not been disturbed. Tributary 10-B has a gradient of 8% and riffle hydrology with good flow. Potential obstacles, such as beaver dams, exist above and below the channel in wetland areas but none in the actual channel itself. RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas confirms fish presence in the lower reaches. 4.10 Tributary 11 Extending for 475.0 meters from a 0.7 hectare wetland (SEI wetland S6522A) to a 41.0 hectare wetland (MOR-0017) this tributary has been impacted by logging on both banks. The channel is poorly defined with little or no riparian. Much of existing leave strip has blown down. 329.0 meters of this tributary has less than 10 meters riparian. Fines predominate. Six potential obstructions, log jams and beaver dams exist on this tributary. The upper portion of tributary 11 consists of abandoned beaver dams. Water levels in these ponds is low. Despite apparent obstacles the 1995 fish habitat study for VIHP (Lough 1995) trapped cutthroat trout in the beaver ponds at the upper end of Tributary 11. The RDCS Sensitive Habitat Atlas confirms fish presence throughout. The main flow enters this tributary from a beaver dam that lacks a connective channel to the lower tributary, but contributes extensive flow (at the time of the survey) across the road and into the beaver ponds below. As the upper reaches of tributary 11 are adjacent to the ridge, seepage was observed issuing from the beaver pond banks. 4.11 Tributary 12 Exiting from a beaver dam immediately beneath the ridge, Tributary 12 flows for 302 meters into a wetland complex that forms the headwaters of the main stem. 238.0 meters of this tributary is part of a series of beaver dams and is actually an extension of MOR-0016. Tributary 12 has one tributary, Tributary 12-A. Upstream from this
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report beaver complex 64.0 meters of channel is well defined with riffle/pool hydrology, 41% 70% crown closure and 30% cover (large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, small woody debris and undercut banks). Riparian is between 10.0 and 15.0 meters and adjacent land has been disturbed by logging. Potential obstructions include beaver dams and areas where the flow goes subsurface. These may not be barriers to juveniles. Fish presence is unknown. This tributary has potential as resident spawning habitat. Substrate is 70% gravel. 4.11.1 Tributary 12-A Tributary 12-A flows for 175.0 meters from a series of beaver pond and unclassified wetlands to Tributary 12, immediately below the ridge. The channel is well defined for 44.0 meters. Along this section of stream crown closure is 41 – 70%, total cover is 30% and hydrology is riffle/pool. Riparian is between 2.0 and 10.0 meters throughout. Adjacent land use is logging. This area has 70% substrate and may have potential as resident spawning habitat. Tributary 12-A has one tributary, Tributary 12-A-1. Fish presence is unknown.



4.11.2 Tributary 12-A-1 This tributary flows for a 123.0 meters, 90.0 meters of which is through logged areas. This tributary appears to be general drainage issuing from the same wetted area as tributary 12-A. Through the logged areas the actual channel is hard to define, as it is lost beneath slash. No attempts at riparian preservation were made at the time of logging. It is possible that this tributary has formed from excess water after logging activities. The lower 33.0 meters has potential for juvenile habitat as crown closure is 41 – 70%, total cover is 50% and riparian is adequate (50.0 meters on the left bank). Fish presence is unknown. 4.12 Tributary 13 This tributary extends from a small wetland MOR-019 and flows for 164.0 meters to join the Morrison Creek main stem headwaters, MOR-017. The area surrounding this tributary and above the wetland, though not a “wetland” according to plant associations, is wetted throughout with consistent pockets of standing water, subsurface and surface flow and a spongy hummocky texture to the ground. Flow in this tributary is strong and seems stable, periodically flowing beneath roots and appearing to increase in volume as it enters wetland 19. The adjoining land is coniferous forest, cedar and hemlock, with no shrubbery or groundcover and the ground is spongy with holes and pockets of water. Crown closure is 71 – 90% and cover 40% large and small woody debris and some undercut bank in the form of flow beneath roots. The riparian extends for approximately 30.0 meters and is currently undisturbed by logging. This tributary has potential as
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report trout habitat. The source of this tributary appears, as with Tributaries 11 and 12, to be drainage from the ridge, subsurface flow and springs. Fish presence is unknown.



5.0 Discussion & Recommendations The data gathered in this survey supports the conclusions of previous assessments, which indicate potential fish habitat, both for juvenile and spawning adults, for resident and anadromous fish, throughout Morrison Creek—though spawning habitat in upper Morrison Creek is limited. As documented earlier in this report, Morrison Creek is a productive fish-bearing stream, despite urban development and industrial activities within the watershed. While obstructions may prevent the movement of fish within the system during low flows most are likely negotiable during peak discharge. While there is the need for some specific restoration initiatives within the watershed, recommendations in this report focus on the ‘big picture’ to ensure that essential ecological components that comprise Morrison Creek are protected and not further degraded due to negligent, careless or uniformed land use. To ensure that Morrison Creek ‘s integrity is maintained it is suggested that: A. That partnerships with upper Morrison Creek property owners and local governments be initiated with the objective of conserving and protecting Morrison Creek’s headwaters. Communication and establishment of relationships with property owners and pertinent governments may serve to increase awareness and facilitate the exchange of information, specifically to ensure that property owners and governments are aware of the fishery and wildlife values inherent in Morrison Creek and Morrison Creek wetlands and of the alterations to upper Morrison Creek that may impact this habitat. Without co-operation between jurisdictions, involvement and co-operation of landowners and willingness of both to work toward protection of Morrison Creek’s headwaters B. Morrison Creek’s wetlands are integral to the health and functioning of Morrison Creek and should not be altered, filled, drained or diverted. Previous assessments of lower Morrison Creek conducted for BC Environment (Baldwin 1992, 1993; Griffith 1996) and the initial SHIM survey conducted by Comox Valley Project Watershed Society (CVPWS 2003), identified several limiting factors to fish production in the main stem north of Lake Trail Road (lower Morrison Creek). Lack of instream cover such as large woody debris and boulder cluster, minimal pool habitat and high concentrations of fine sediment due to minimal to non-existent riparian areas, were some of the factors limiting fish lifecycles. Alteration of upstream hydrology through in-filling or redirection of wetlands could exacerbate these conditions (Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group 1998). Of particular concern is the potential for increased sediment loads due to the draining of wetlands. An excerpt from a successful Species at Risk proposal by the Morrison Creek Streamkeepers emphasizes the importance, for the maintenance of healthy fish habitat, of minimizing sediment release.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report ”Sediment is of particular concern to the ongoing survival of the Morrison Creek Lamprey as these fish need clean gravels to reproduce (Beamish 1998), and are sensitive to toxins that can be carried by sediment in the stream system (Rook 1999). Perhaps the greatest impact of sediment is on lamprey eggs in the gravel and emerging fry. Though little is known about the habitat needs of the Morrison Creek Lamprey, it has been shown that relatively low amounts of sediment can cause a large decrease in the survival of salmonid embryos by limiting available oxygen and impairing the ability of the fry to emerge (Bjornn 1978). It is important to note that the larval stage of the lamprey spend between three to seven years as filter feeders embedded in the stream substrate (Beamish 1998).” Wetlands are known to reduce levels of sediment, nutrients and toxic chemicals (McPhee et al 2000). In addition to providing over wintering and summer refuge for juvenile salmonids, as natural filters, reservoirs and settling ponds wetlands may be critical to the health of a stream system. Considering the extent of fine substrate in Morrison Creek, the lack of surface vegetation on adjacent land to hold water in the upper watershed and the volume of water currently being held in abeyance by wetlands, preservation of these areas would seem essential to fish habitat. C. Beaver populations should be managed and maintained, as they are integral to the creation of reservoirs and essential to the ecology and hydrology of Morrison Creek. Maintaining beaver populations to ensure that their reservoir creation capabilities continue to be utilized, will contribute to stabilized flows throughout Morrison Creek. Working with landowners to solve problematic beaver actions, such as plugging culverts, and assisting in the installation of beaver baffling devices will encourage coexistence of landowners and beavers. D. Future land use activities should include preservation of larger riparian areas. Much of the riparian area along streams and around wetlands where logging has occurred is minimal and occasionally non-existent. Recent logging has in some areas removed trees and vegetation to the edge of wetlands. The Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory Conservation Manual suggests leaving vegetated buffers around wetlands and discourage development within or adjacent to wetland ecosystems. Involvement of upstream land managers is suggested to ensure that the hydrology of the area is not impacted (McPhee et al 2000). Likewise stream channels have been left with insignificant riparian zones. An excerpt from the British Columbia Ministry of Forests, Forest Practices Code, Riparian Area Guidebook, summarizes the role of riparian areas in the ecosystem. “Riparian areas occur next to the banks of streams, lakes, and wetlands and include both the area dominated by continuous high moisture content and the adjacent upland vegetation that exerts an influence on it. Riparian
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report ecosystems contain many of the highest value non-timber resources in the natural forest. Streamside vegetation protects water quality and provides a "green zone" of vegetation that stabilizes streambanks, regulates stream temperatures, and provides a continual source of woody debris to the stream channel. The majority of fish food organisms come from overhanging vegetation and bordering trees while leaves and twigs that fall into streams are the primary nutrient source that drives aquatic ecosystems. Riparian areas frequently contain the highest number of plant and animal species found in forests, and provide critical habitats, home ranges, and travel corridors for wildlife. Biologically diverse, these areas maintain ecological linkages throughout the forest landscape, connecting hillsides to streams and upper headwaters to lower valley bottoms. There are no other landscape features within the natural forest that provide the natural linkages of riparian areas.” (Ministry of Forests 1995) Landowners should be encouraged to follow forest practices code in those areas not already logged. E. The potential for windthrow be accounted for when establishing a riparian buffer zone and a windthrow probability assessment be conducted. Portions of Morrison Creek have been logged to edge of the stream channel and edge of wetland. In other areas, riparian leave strips have blown down. As the land in upper Morrison Creek is privately owned the forest practices code does not apply. However, landowners should be encouraged to follow forest practices code “Windthrow Assessment Procedure” in those areas not already logged. F. Identification and protection of Upland Aquifer Recharge Areas An element of Morrison Creek’s ongoing success as a fish producing stream is due to the consistent flow, year round of clean, low temperature water. A common problem for many streams on the east coast of Vancouver Island is minimum to non-existent flow during the dry season. To ensure that Morrison’s Creek’s water supply is protected, areas pertaining to water supplies such as the springs on First Supply Creek should be protected from potentially adverse activities. The upland area of Morrison Creek is highly permeable and vulnerable to surface contamination (Humphrey 2002). Potential impacts to water quality include contaminant spills on roads and through mining, including material removal and contaminants spill. Activities, such as harvesting, on the uplands above the springs may increase the potential for slumping and landslides. Likewise, activities adjacent to the wetlands and ponds could affect the hydrology of the collection ponds (Kreye et al 1996). G. Development on the terrace immediately above Morrison Creek’s headwaters should be monitored to ensure that impacts to water quality from residential or industrial activities is minimized or ideally prevented.
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Morrison Creek Headwaters Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping Report Tertiary sewage treatment and constructed wetlands should be used to ensure that effluents, from any facilities that may be constructed on the terrace, are prevented from entering Morrison Creek, through direct flow or groundwater seepage. Impervious surfaces should be utilized for paving and storm water from rooftops and other sources be channelled into constructed wetlands for re-absorption into the system. H. Covenants and Purchase of Sensitive Areas Be Investigated Further study be initiated to prioritize sensitive habitat for the purpose of establishing covenants and/or purchase of “sensitive” areas. To this end a timber value assessment be conducted to determine the resource value of areas in question to ensure fair purchase price. I. Specific Recommendations Below is a list of specific recommendations based on data and observations gleaned during this survey: Appendix 14 depicts locations. 1. Installation of a beaver baffler at the culvert on Tributary 8. 2. A bio-engineering restoration plan be implemented for the approximately 15.0 m of bank immediately downstream of the plugged culvert on Tributary 8 3. Updated mapping be available to logging contractors to ensure that riparian setbacks are implemented and preventing clear cutting to the edge of the stream, due to incorrect stream location being depicted. Tributary 11 would be an example of this situation occurring. 4. During spawning season monitor First Supply Creek Nellie Creek, Morrison Creek mainstem up to and including Tributary 9, through regular channel walks, to ensure that access to spawning areas is kept clear. 5. A wildlife survey be conducted to document species utilizing Morrison Creek Headwaters, and the Headwater’s role and function in their lifecycle. Students could be used for this.
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